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SUMMARY

This paper is concerned with modeling the architecture of colonic crypts and the implications of
this modeling for understanding possible coordinated response of carcinogen–induced DNA damage
between various regions of the colon. The methods we develop to address these two issues are applied
to a particular important example in colon carcinogenesis. We cast the problem as an unusual and not
previously studied hierarchical mixed-effects model characterized by completely missing covariates in
units at a structurally base level, except for some randomly selected units. Information concerning the
missing covariates is available through certain known ordering constraints and surrogate measures. Our
methods use Bayesian machinery. We exploit the biological structure of this problem to generate the
missing covariates simultaneously and efficiently at the base levels, as opposed to the naive practice of
generating units at the base levels one-at-a-time with Metropolis–Hastings steps. We apply our methods to
show that different regions of the colon have different architectures, and to estimate an important but non-
standard function that measures the interrelationship of DNA damage mechanisms in different regions of
the colon.

Keywords: Bayesian inference; Carcinogenesis; Colon cancer; Correlation; Functional data analysis; Gibbs sampler;
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper concerns the analysis of colon carcinogenesis data using a biologically-motivated
hierarchical mixed-effects model with a partially missing covariate. Measurements of carcinogen-induced
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DNA damage are obtained for individual colon cells from experimentally treated animals. The cells of the
colon reside in clusters known as crypts.

Weare interested in studyingstructure, or cell patterns within the crypts, and in modeling biologically
processes underlying colon carcinogenesis in the presence of structure, when the structural covariate of
interest is only available for randomly selected crypts. Our general approach can be used more broadly,
but here we focus the investigation of possiblecoordinated responsebetween the distal (back) and
proximal (front) regions of the colon after carcinogen exposure resulting in DNA damage. Traditionally,
statisticians have not been involved in the analysis of structure and coordinated response, so our modeling
and computational efforts in this area represent new additions to the biological literature.

Weuse Bayesian machinery in our methods. To the best of our knowledge, no one has studied missing
data problems with the structure we have encountered here. The models that we develop are thus the first
that handle the type of missing data in our experiments, and they have the potential to serve as guides for
other modeling efforts for missing data under ordering constraints. We also add that even if there were no
missing data, the Bayesian formulation of our model has not been considered previously.

From the computational perspective, we introduce a new approach for handling the missing data. The
naive, brute-force approach in our problem is to generate data ‘one-cell-at-a-time’, using Metropolis–
Hastings steps, subject to the ordering constraints. This is not only slow and unwieldy, but also
unnecessary. We develop what is in retrospect a simple efficient method of sampling the missing covariate
data that exploits the basic biology inherent in the problem.

We now give some more details of the biology behind our problem, and explain what we mean by
structure and coordinated response. The biochemical processes leading to tumor formation in the colon
are not well understood. In investigating these processes, it is important to consider the special architecture
of colonic epithelial cells. These cells spend their entire life cycles within surfaces of the colon wall that
are known as crypts. The position a cell occupies within the crypt is related to its age, since new cells
are formed in the stem cell region and move monotonically along the crypt wall as they mature. Figure 1
contains a cross-sectional image of some representative crypts from a rat’s distal colon. The globular
features lining the crypt walls are epithelial cells.

Since cells at different depths within the crypt are at different stages of maturity, they could by their
very nature react differently to biological stimuli. Also, cells may have different levels of environmental
exposure to carcinogens or other stimuli, depending on their relative distance from the lumen. Thus, it is
crucial to consider some covariate indicating relative cell position within the crypt when modeling these
processes in order to avoid missing any depth-specific effects. One important recent paper illustrating
the crucial and often surprising role of cell position in colon carcinogenesis is that of Shihet al. (2001),
which demonstrates that damaged cells at the top of crypts have the potential to form polyps, and later
colon tumors.

1.1 Structure and its importance

It is typical in the colon carcinogenesis literature when measuring cell position to effectively assume that
the cells are equispaced along the crypt wall (see for example Changet al. (1997)). We have inspected
many images of distal and proximal crypts, and it appears that the distal crypts clearly violate the
equispaced assumption, and demonstrate particular patterns in the size and spacing of the cells, which
we termstructure. In Section 2, we investigate this issue in detail.

Why is structure, as we have defined it, important, in and of itself? In one sense, this is a ‘because it’s
there’ issue: at this time it is not known whether the cells are equispaced in the distal and proximal parts of
the colon. If the distal and proximal regions have different cell position structure, then this could provide
at least a partial explanation for the observed phenomena that the proximal and distal regions of the
colon have different responses to environmentally induced exposures to carcinogens (Honget al., 2000).
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Fig. 1. Cross-sectional image of some representative crypts from a rat’s distal colon.

An additional reason is as follows. The space a cell inhabits is a function of whether it is proliferating
(smaller cells), differentiated (larger cells), or apoptotic (many different sizes). Different structures of the
colonic crypts for the proximal and distal regions would thus suggest that their cell functions are not
identical. Because of the monotonic progression of cells up the crypt as they mature, it is likely that more
cells will be found within the same distance of the proliferating zone than are found outside that portion
of the crypt. Inherent differences in the location of stem cells within the proximal and distal colon would
suggest that an analysis of physiological function made assuming equispaced cells could lead to errors in
interpretation. These principles are not restricted to the colon, but could be applied to the small intestine,
as well.

1.2 DNA damage in colon carcinogenesis

Exposure to the procarcinogen azoxymethane (AOM) leads to DNA damage in the colon cells of rats,
measured asDNA adduct level. This damage can eventually result in tumors if the damaged cells are not
repaired or removed (Rogers & Pegg, 1977). The AOM-induced colon cancer in rats model is an important
tool for delineating the mechanisms behind colon carcinogenesis. AOM must undergo a complex series
of metabolic steps before being transformed to the ultimate carcinogen (Fiala, 1977), which is delivered
to the colon both through the bloodstream and the lumen of the intestines. DNA adduct level, being an
early biomarker for possible tumor development, is an important response to study in the initiation stage
of colon carcinogenesis.
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1.3 Coordinated response and its importance

The human body is a complex biological system with many interrelated parts, so there are limits in what
can be learned by studying parts of the body separately. Important further information can be garnered by
studying the possible interrelationships between processes operating across different organs, or different
regions of the same organ. We refer to these interrelationships ascoordinated response. These associations
could be positive or negative, and could be due to any of a number of biological or environmental factors.
The key idea is that by studying multiple organs or regions simultaneously, their interrelationships can
yield additional insights not available from marginal analyses. There is much that is unknown about colon
carcinogenesis, and investigation of coordinated response can yield some new insights into the process.
There are indications in the colon carcinogenesis literature that carcinogenic behavior in one region of the
colon can affect distant colonic regions (e.g. Barneset al., 1999).

In our particular example, we investigate coordinated response in the DNA damage process of
two colonic regions. The question is whether DNA damage in the proximal region of the colon, after
carcinogen exposure, is related to DNA damage in the distal part of the colon, i.e. the down-stream
portion. No coordinated response between the regions would be an interesting finding in and of itself,
because it would suggest that the different regions of the colon operate independently in responding to the
carcinogen. Coordinated response, either positive or negative, would clearly also be of major biological
interest, since it would suggest the mechanisms behind the activation and delivery of the carcinogen to
colon cells in the two regions are linked. Finally, whether the coordinated response, or lack of coordinated
response, depends on diet is of importance in understanding how diet can protect against colon cancer.

It is important to consider cell position when investigating this coordinated response, given that cells at
different depths have different levels of environmental exposure and are inherently different biologically.
It is possible that any interrelationships that exist between the DNA damage processes in the distal and
proximal colon may depend crucially upon relative cell position.

Our goal is therefore to combine the analysis of structure with the analysis of coordinated response,
and in so doing provide novel scientific insights into the early initiation stage of colon carcinogenesis.

1.4 The simultaneous analysis of coordinated response and structure

Morris et al. (2001) have already addressed coordinated responsein the absence of structure. That is,
using a particular measure of coordinated response described in Section 3, they assumed that cells were
equispaced along colonic crypt walls. We call this equispaced assumptionnominalcell position. They
found a marginal (in the sense of statistical significance) negative relationship between the proximal and
distal regions for rats fed a diet rich in corn oil, i.e. rats who had more DNA damage to the epithelial cells
in the proximal region of the colon tended to have less damage in the distal region. The DNA damage
mechanisms for rats fed a diet rich in fish oil in the two regions appeared to be unrelated, except that there
was apositive relationship seen between the regions near the bottom of the crypt. The difference between
the diet groups was marginally statistically significant, and is one indication, among many others (Hong
et al., 2000) that different diets can affect the degree of DNA damage to cells after carcinogen exposure.

In this paper, we address the coordinated response and structure issues simultaneously by measuring
the physical cell position in crypts, normalized as is common to the interval[0, 1], with 0 indicating the
bottom of the crypt and 1 indicating the top. If we could measure physical cell positions on all the crypts in
the analysis, then the methods of Morriset al. (2001) would apply. In what follows, we will call physical
cell positiongeometriccell position.

What makes our experiment different is that measuring geometric cell position is tedious and very
time-consuming. Thus, the data we have obtained is that for each rat, on a small subset of colonic crypts,
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both geometric and nominal cell positions are ascertained, while on the vast majority of crypts, only
nominal cell positions are measured.

In statistical terms, we have a missing data problem that to the best of our knowledge has not been
addressed in the literature. Specifically, the complete data are hierarchical, with observations on rats at the
top level, then observations on multiple crypts within each rat at the next level, and finally observations
on DNA damage, nominal call position and geometric cell position at the base level. What is unique about
our data is that for most crypts, at the base levelall observations of the interesting covariate, geometric
cell position, are missing.

We address this problem using Bayesian machinery, although clearly likelihood methods could also
be employed. As we will describe later, each colonic crypt contains on the order of 30 cells, the geometric
positions of which form an ordered sequence in the unit interval. Any MCMC or EM computation
necessarily must generate observations from the missing geometric cell positions. The naive, most
straightforward and brute-force approach is to generate these cell positions ‘one-cell-at-a-time’ using a
Metropolis–Hastings algorithm, while respecting the ordering. Our approach is different. We use our
model for geometric cell position to suggest a simple and fast means of generating the ‘missing data’. The
method is much faster than the brute-force approach, and in retrospect it is also exceedingly simple.

Finally, we address an issue raised by most readers of a draft of this paper. Specifically, what is the
‘best’ scale to measure cell position, and hence to understand coordinated response of DNA damage and
whether it depends on cell position? Our own view is that the geometric cell position is most intuitive and,
in general, most appropriate. It contains information on both the age and stage of maturity of the cell as
well as the relative distance from the lumen, while the nominal cell position only contains information on
the former.

In the presence of structure, it is quite possible that using nominal cell position in place of geometric
cell position can lead to misleading results, especially in cases where proximity to the lumen is of potential
importance.

1.5 Outline

The paper is ordered as follows. Section 2 describes the structure analysis. Section 3 combines structure,
coordinated response and missing data. Section 4 discusses some implications of our results and the
general applicability of our method.

In a large sense, this paper was motivated by the negative relationship in corn-oil-fed rats that
was described above. This result was surprising to all of us, because if there was any coordinated
response, we had expected it to reveal a positive relationship. The geometric cell positions were thus
measured with a view towards robustness: to see if the negative correlation was a by-product of using the
nominal cell positions. Since geometric cell positions are time-consuming to measure, we expect that any
further analysis of colon cancer data that uses them will confront the type of missing data that we have
encountered, so our method will prove to be useful.

2. CELL POSITION: THE STRUCTURE OF COLONIC CRYPTS

In this section we investigate the structure of colonic crypts, specifically the distributions of the
geometric cell positions within crypts from the distal and proximal colon. Section 2.1 describes the data
structure, Section 2.2 describes the model, and Section 2.3 describes the results. In addition, Section 2.4
describes different modeling assumptions and their impact on the analysis.
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2.1 Data structure

We define the nominal and geometric cell positions precisely as follows. By definition, for the nominal
position, the bottom of the crypt is coded as relative cell position 0, and the top of the crypt is relative
cell position 1. Givenn cells lining one wall of a particular crypt, the nominal cell position for thei th cell
from the bottom isi /(n+1). When the physical location of each cell is known, the geometric relative cell
position is defined to be the ratio of the actual distance from the bottom of the crypt to the middle of the
cell, and the length of the crypt.

The main data set used in this paper consists of measurements taken from roughly 20 distal and
proximal colon crypts per rat on three rats from each of ten treatment groups. These rats were fed one of
two diets, supplemented with either fish oil or corn oil. The rats were then exposed to a colon carcinogen
azoxymethane (AOM), and euthanized after a set period of time. The DNA adduct level was determined
for each cell lining one wall from a cross-sectional cut of each selected crypt. A treatment structure
of a 2 × 5 factorial with factors diet and time from exposure to the carcinogen until euthanization was
considered, with DNA adduct level in a colonic crypt cell the response variable. The nominal cell positions
were then computed for all crypts. More details about the experiment and the fundamental biology of crypt
cell dynamics are given in Honget al. (2000) and Morriset al. (2001).

A validation data set, consisting of the geometric cell positions for three randomly selected crypts
from the distal and proximal colon for each rat, was also obtained.

2.2 Model for Geometric cell positions

The cell structure within colonic crypts imposes a natural ordering of the geometric cell positions within
each crypt. The natural brute–force model would be of GEE-type, i.e. specify the marginal distributions
for each cell, along with the necessary ordering constraints. While it is certainly possible to specify such
a model, doing so is unwieldy compared to the alternative we suggest. We propose to model all the
cells within the crypt jointly as the order statistics of a Beta(a, b) distribution. This modeling choice
accounts for the inherent ordering constraints and naturally accommodates a flexible class of possible
structures. For the sake of parsimony, we assume the same Beta distribution for all crypts within the
proximal region, although see Section 2.4 below for more discussion. For the distal region, we use a
different Beta distribution, but similarly assume a common distribution for all crypts within the region.

The distal and proximal Beta parameters are denoted by(ad, bd) and(ap, bp), respectively. Denote
the number of cells lining the left wall of the distal cryptcd and proximal cryptcp for rat r of time group
j for diet groupi by ni jrcd andni jrc p , respectively. The likelihood for(ad, bd) given the distal geometric
cell positionsXi jrcdl , (i = 1, 2; j = 1, . . . , 5; r = 1, . . . , 3; cd = 1, . . . , 3; l = 1, . . . , ni jrcd ) is

L(ad, bd) =
∏

i, j,r,cd,l

[{B(ad, bd)}−1(Xi jrcdl )
(ad−1)(1 − Xi jrcdl )

(bd−1)], (1)

where B(a, b) = {�(a)�(b)}/�(a + b), with �(·) being the complete Gamma function. A similar
likelihood holds for the proximal parameters given the proximal cell positions.

2.3 Distribution of Geometric cell positions

We examine the distribution of geometric cell positions by computing the posterior distributions of
the parameters(ap, bp) and (ad, bd), respectively, given the validation data set. Independent Gamma
priors are chosen forad, bd, ap, andbp, where the Gamma(α, γ ) density is defined to bef (x|α, γ ) =
{γ α/�(α)}xα−1 exp(−γ x). The hyperparameters forad, namely(αad, γad), are chosen to have unit mean
with a large variance: similar notation and prior distributions are used for the other hyperparameters.
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DefineB(a, b) as above to be the beta-function with arguments(a, b). The log of the posterior density
of ad andbd given the distal cell position data is proportional to

−
∑

i, j,r,cd

ni jrcd log{B(ad, bd)} + (ad − 1)

[ ∑
i, j,r,cdl

log(Xi jrcdl )

]
(2)

+(bd − 1)

[ ∑
i jrcdl

log(1 − Xi jrcdl )

]
− γadad − γbdbd + (αad − 1) log(ad) + (αbd − 1) log(bd).

A similar equation holds for the proximal parameters.
Samples from the posterior distribution are obtained using a Metropolis–Hastings algorithm (Gilkset

al., 1996). Details necessary for implementation of the procedure can be found in Appendix A.
Sensitivity analyses show that this choice of vague proper priors had little impact on the results. The

parameterσ 2
ab in the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm (see Appendix A) was set to be 0.001. With these

settings, a new candidate value for the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm was accepted with probability 54%
for distal and 60% for proximal regions. Multiple chains of the Metropolis-Hastings were obtained with
various starting values, and all clustered around the same distributions. A convergence test (Gelman &
Rubin, 1992) was conducted separately for each parameter and indicated that convergence was attained.
The results reported here are from a single chain of 100 000 Metropolis-Hastings iterations after a burn-in
time of 10 000.

Figure 2 contains the histograms demonstrating the posterior distributions ofad, bd, ap, andbp. The
posterior means for the proximal parameters are(0.94, 0.97), and the posterior probabilities of them
being greater than one are 0.01 and 0.15, respectively. These results seem to suggest that for the proximal
crypts, there is some evidence of nonuniformity in the distribution of the geometric cell positions. In spite
of the statistical evidence of non-uniformity, little practical difference between the estimated proximal
distribution and the uniform proximal distribution is evident upon comparison of the two.

For crypt cells from the distal colon, the parameters have posterior means of(0.84, 1.01), andthe
posterior probabilities of them being greater than one are 0.00 and 0.83, respectively. These results suggest
asystematic departure from uniformity in the geometric cell position distributions in crypts from the distal
colon. Figure 3 contains plots of the geometric versus nominal cell positions for randomly selected distal
crypts, which demonstrate the departure from uniformity. Note that cells in crypts from the distal colon
are consistently concentrated at the bottom of the crypts.

Thus, our analysis suggests that the uniform model is acceptable for the geometric cell positions in
crypts along the proximal colon, but not in the distal colon. In the distal colon, we observe a systematic
concentration of crypt cells towards the bottom of the crypts. In other words, the proximal and distal
regions differ in the structure of their colonic crypts.

Armed with this quantitative information that the two regions have crypts of different structure, we
examined many crypts visually. In general, it appears to us that cells at the bottom of crypts from the distal
colon tend to be smaller and arranged closer together relative to cells higher up the crypt. This difference
in cell size and proximity is not generally visualized in crypts from the proximal colon. One can speculate
as to why it is that the distal region seems to have a different cell structure than the proximal region, but at
this point we have no compelling argument. This variability in cell size and location may be related to the
age of the cell and to its stage of maturation and differentiation as it moves away from the stem cell of the
crypt. Given that stem cells are known to be located at the bottom of the distal crypts, the small size and
bunching of cells near the bottom of the crypt is expected to be due to the production of many immature
cells that will migrate as they mature. This observed phenomenon is consistent enough from crypt to crypt
to result in a distribution of cell positions across crypts that differs significantly from that of a uniform
distribution. There is some uncertainty regarding the location of stem cells in crypts from the proximal
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Fig. 2. Estimated posterior distributions of Beta hyperparameters in proximal and distal colon.

colon, although the bottom of the crypts has been considered as the likely location for these stem cells,
as well. Sato & Ahnen (1992) have hypothesized that the stem cells are in fact located more towards the
middle of proximal crypts, with cells migrating in both directions as they mature. The resulting suggestion
from this hypothesis, which is that the cells in the middle of proximal crypts would be smaller and closer
together, is not generally observed in our validation data set. The validation data set indicates variability in
the crypts of the proximal colon in that the cells of some crypts are concentrated at the bottom, and others
demonstrate cell concentration at the top, while still other crypts seem to exhibit a roughly equispaced
distribution of cells.

2.4 Possible alternative models and sensitivity analyses

We focus here for specificity on the distal region of the colon. Our model assumes that the geometric cell
positions in the crypt are distributed as the order statistics of a Beta(ad, bd), where(ad, bd) are the same
for every time, diet, rat and crypt. We denote this byXtrc(d) = o.s. Beta(ad, bd).

The natural generalization of this model is to allow the Beta parameters to vary in some way over time
periods, diets and rats, but to be the same across crypts within rats. In this early initiation phase, it makes
no biological sense to think that the structure of the crypts will vary over diet and time, but it may make
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Fig. 3. Plots of geometric cell positions (X) versus nominal cell positions (W) for selected distal crypts in validation
data set.

sense to allow the structure of crypts to depend on the rat. Thus, a natural hierarchical model is

Xtrc(d) = o.s. Beta(atrd , btrd);
atrd = Gamma{mean= µa(d), var = σ 2

a (d)}; (3)

btrd = Gamma{mean= µb(d), var = σ 2
b (d)},

with prior distributionsµa(d) = Gamma(µ = 1, σ 2 = large), µb(d) = Gamma(µ = 1, σ 2 = large),
σ 2

a (d) = IG(µ = 1, σ 2 = large), σ 2
b (d) = IG(µ = 1, σ 2 = large). The complication is that instead

of having to develop Metropolis–Hastings steps only for(ad, bd), now we need steps foratr (d), btr (d),
µa(d) σ 2

a (d), µa(d) andσ 2
a (d).

A further generalization is to allow the Beta parameters in (3) to depend on the crypt as well, and then
build a further step into the hierarchy.

Instead of embarking on these extra calculations, we instead did a type of marginal analysis.
Specifically, we treated the crypts as fixed, so thatXtrc(d) = o.s. Beta(atrcd, btrcd), where(atrcd, btrcd)

are treated as separate parameters for everyd, t , r andc, whose prior distributions are Gamma with mean
one and a large variance. We fitted this model, and computed the posterior means of(atrcd, btrcd) given
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the data. We then computed the means of these posterior means across times, diets, rats and crypts. The
results were almost identical to the posterior means found in Section 2.3. The same near-identical results
were found for the proximal region.

This model-sensitivity analysis gives additional support to our conclusion that the distal crypts have
cells that are not equispaced.

3. CELL POSITION: COORDINATED RESPONSE BETWEEN REGIONS OF THE COLON

The purpose of this section is to discuss our analysis of coordinated response when combined
with structure. In Section 3.1, we describe the function that we use to measure coordinated response.
Section 3.2 gives some theory as to why misleading inferences about the correlation may be obtained if
nominal and not geometric cell position is used. In Section 3.3 we define the model used in the analysis.
Details of the Gibbs sampler are described in Section 3.4. The actual analysis of the data is discussed in
Section 3.5. A sensitivity analysis under a different model is described in Section 3.6

3.1 Correlation function as a measure of coordinated response

While there are many ways to measure coordinated response between regions of the colon, a convenient
means is through a type of correlation function originally developed in Morriset al. (2001). The
conceptual basis for this correlation function is as follows. First, the number of actual colonic crypts in any
region of the colon is enormous. Consider a given cell depthW, normalized as before to the unit interval.
For any ratr , consider all the cells (conceptually nearly infinite in number) at depthW1 in the proximal
region, and compute the mean responseYr (p, W1). Do the same thing in the distal region at depthW2 to
obtainYr (d, W2). Let ρ(W1, W2) be the correlation across rats betweenYr (p, W1) andYr (d, W2). This is
the correlation function of interest, with the major special case being whenW1 = W2.

Quite clearly, the correlation functionρ(W) at a common depthW measures a type of coordinated
response, the importance of which has already been described in Section 1.3. Given the importance of cell
position within the crypt, it is also of major interest to understand whether the coordinated response, if it
exists, depends on cell position.

With cell position measured on the nominal scale, an analysis of coordinated response was performed
by Morris et al. (2001). They concluded that the estimated correlation function for rats fed a diet
supplemented with corn oil while exposed to AOM was negative at all depths of the crypt, and basically
constant. This negative correlation was not expected, especially in light of a slightly positive correlation
function near the nominal bottom of the crypt for rats fed a diet rich in fish oil. In effect then, they found
that the damage process in the proximal part of the colon was linked with the damage process in the distal
part of the colon in different ways depending on the animal’s diet.

To us at least, nominal cell position, calledW from here on, is an inherently less satisfactory measure
than geometric cell position, calledX. Given the results of Section 2, one would expect somewhat similar
answers in either scale, because the proximal region cells are very nearly uniformly distributed, while the
distal region cells, while distinctly non-uniform, are not ridiculously so. Thus, our main purpose in this
section is to develop a method for estimating the correlation function for rats fed dietary corn oil, based
on the geometric cell positions,X, and compare it with the function based on the nominal cell positions,
as computed by Morriset al. (2001). Recall that the validation data set contains geometric cell position
measurements for only a randomly selected portion of the crypts in the original AOM study. The nominal
cell position,W, is available for all cells of all crypts and effectively serves as a surrogate measure in our
method.
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3.2 Theoretical analysis

In this section, we give a brief theoretical explanation as to why using nominal instead of geometric cell
position may give misleading inferences.

Consider for theoretical purposes the situation that there are an infinity of cells at every geometric cell
depth. Suppose that the distal cells are distributed as Beta(ad, bd) while the proximal cells are distributed
as Uniform[0, 1]. If the distal geometric cell position iss and the proximal geometric cell position ist ,
and we average over the infinity of cells for any given rat, suppose that the rat-level observation is a simple
linear random coefficient model:

Yr (d, s) = β0r (d) + β1r (d)s; (4)

Yr (p, t) = β0r (p) + β1r (p)t. (5)

In (4), (5), the random intercepts and slopes have zero mean, variance equal to one, and are mutually
independent except that for someη,

cov{β1r (d), β0r (p)} = −cov{β0r (d), β1r (p)} = η �= 0. (6)

By construction, at the same cell depth, (4), (5) are uncorrelated. Indeed, cov{Yr (d, s), Yr (p, t)} = η(s−
t), and cov{Yr (d, t), Yr (p, t)} = 0.

We now show that if nominal and not geometric cell position were used for the crypts, then at
the samenominal depths, a correlation would be found. Let Beta−1(t, ad, bd) be the inverse cdf of
the Beta(ad, bd). If the nominal cell position for distal crypts ist , then the geometric cell position is
s(t) = Beta−1(t, ad, bd), and hence in the nominal scale the correlation is

corr{Yr (d, nominal= t), Yr (p, nominal= t)} = η{s(t) − t}/[{1 + s2(t)}(1 + t2)]1/2. (7)

Figure 4 plots (7) whenη = 0.5, for choicesad = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8 andbd = 2 − ad. As seen in that
figure, even in this simple case there is the potential for concluding a negative correlation from nominal
cell position data when there is no such correlation in geometric cell position data.

3.3 The model

The DNA adducts were modeled using a hierarchical structure. The model for the DNA adduct level for
cell l of distal cryptcd and proximal cryptcp for rat r in time group j , fed a diet supplemented with corn
oil, denotedYjrcdl andYjrc pl , with geometric relative cell positionsX jrcdl and X jrc pl , respectively, is
given by

Yjrc pl = Zcp(X jrc pl )β jrc p,p + ε jrc pl ,p;
Yjrcdl = Zcd(X jrcdl )β jrcd,d + ε jrcdl ,d, (8)

whereZ(X) is a design matrix that is a function of the geometric cell positionsX, β jrc p,p andβ jrcd,d

are crypt-level coefficients andε jrc pl ,p and ε jrcdl ,d are the residual errors for the proximal and distal
measurements, respectively. The residuals are assumed to be independent between crypts, and for
simplicity, also within crypts. As discussed in Morriset al. (2001), this condition effectively holds for
our sample. The proposed approach can be modified to weaken this assumption when it is necessary. The
error distribution is assumed to be Gaussian with mean zero and variancesσ 2

ε,d andσ 2
ε,p, respectively. We

used the same model as in Morriset al.(2001), so that DNA damage was modeled as a quadratic function
of cell position.
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Fig. 4. Plots of the correlation function for the same cell depth as estimated by using nominal cell positions when the
distal cell positions have a Beta distribution with argumentsa andb = 2−a. Here the correlationη = 0.5 in (6). The
correlation function is identically zero when geometric cell positions are used.

Coefficients at the crypt level,β jrc p,p andβ jrcd,d are assumed to be independent from a Gaussian
distribution with means of coefficients at the rat levelβ jr ,p andβ jr ,d and respective covariance matrices
	C,p and	C,d. Sample crypts originate from either the distal or proximal segments of the colon, therefore
DNA adduct levels associated with a proximal colon cell sample or a distal colon cell sample cannot
be elicited from a single crypt. This is the motivation for the independence assumption stated above.
Coefficients at the rat level are assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution with means being the coefficients
from the time level,β j,p and β j,d, covariance matrices	R,p and 	R,d with cross-covariance matrix
	R,pd. The combined rat-level covariance matrix is denoted	R. Of primary interest for this study is the
correlation function at the rat level,ρ(X). This represents the relationship between the DNA adduct levels
of crypt cells from the distal and proximal colon as a function of relative cell positionX, given by

ρ(X) = {Z
′
p(X)	R,pdZd(X)}{Z

′
p(X)	R,pZp(X)}−1/2{Z

′
d(X)	R,d Zd(X)}−1/2. (9)

We observe the geometric cell positionsX for each cell within the crypts randomly selected to be
included in the validation data set, but these values are missing for all cells within the other crypts. The
nominal cell position,W, is observed for all crypt cells.

We assume that the vectorsX jrcd
andX jrc p

follow the distribution of the order statistics of a sample
of sizen jrcd andn jrc p , respectively, from a Beta distribution with parameters(ad, bd) and(ap, bp), just
as in Section 2.2. Note that this specification implicitly relates the covariateX and surrogateW, since the
distribution ofX depends onn (the number of cells for a given crypt), and the vector ofW for a crypt is
determined entirely byn.
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3.4 Estimation approach

An estimator of the correlation function can be constructed from (9), based on the estimated covariance
at the rat level,	R. This is done using a Bayesian framework by specifying priors for the unknown
parameters at the lowest level of the hierarchy for the model described in Section 3.3. The priors are
chosen in the customary way. Specifically, Inverse Gamma priors are chosen for the residual variances
σ 2

ε,d andσ 2
ε,p. The priors on the rat and crypt level covariance matrices are chosen to be of an Inverse

Wishart form (Muirhead, 1982, p. 97); and independent Gaussian priors are chosen for the coefficients
at the time levelsβ j,p andβ j,d. As in Section 2.3, independent Gamma priors are assumed for the Beta
hyperparameters as well. For the coefficient and covariance parameters, we choose vague proper priors
centered at empirical Bayes estimates with large variances. Sensitivity analyses indicate that these priors
do not have a strong impact on the results. The prior for the rat-level covariance matrix was chosen so the
mean prior correlation function was zero for all relative cell positions. Again, we use multiple chains with
diverse starting values for the parameters, and the different chains converged to the same distributions.

The estimated posterior distribution of the correlation function is obtained using the posterior
distribution of	R based on (9), which is in turn estimated using a Gibbs sampler (Tanner, 1996). The
complete conditional distributions for the various coefficient and covariance parameters can be found in
closed form since conjugate priors were assumed. A Metropolis-Hastings step is used to update the Beta
hyperparameters. The results from Gelman–Rubin tests performed on the individual parameters suggest
convergence is obtained for the model parameters. The results presented here are from a single chain of
10 000 Gibbs samples obtained after a burn-in time of 1000. Details are given in Appendix B.

Thus, as advertised earlier, for the most part the Bayesian calculations proceed along familiar lines,
although the details are new because the model is new. The main exception is the generation of the
missing geometric cell positions, a feature of this problem distinct from the usual hierarchical modeling
framework.

The brute-force method is to generate the geometric cell position one-cell-at-a-time. This is possible
to do: for example, for an interior cell with nominal cell positionW and neighboring geometric cell
positionsx1 andx2, one need generate a Beta random variable constrained to lie in the interval[x1, x2].
The cell-at-a-time method leads to very slow computation.

We use a different approach, which is far simpler and faster. All missing cell position measurements
within a given missing crypt are generatedsimultaneously to ensure the ordering constraints on the
missing cell positions are met. This is easily achieved with our modeling strategy, which specifies the
joint distribution of cell positions within a crypt as the order statistics of a Beta distribution, even though
their marginal distributions are difficult to specify. This strategy greatly simplifies the analytical details of
the problem, and considerably reduces the computational complexity of the fitting of the model as well.
Some details of the Metropolis-Hasting step used to generate these missing cell positions can be found in
Appendix A.

Webelieve that our approach can be used in other situations that a covariate vector is missing entirely
at the base level of analysis, when that covariate vector is constrained to lie in the unit interval and some
surrogate is available.

3.5 Application to AOM data

The posterior mean correlation function for corn-oil-fed rats and 90% posterior bounds based on the
geometric cell positions are given in Figure 5. The corresponding estimated correlation and bounds based
on the nominal cell positions are also given for comparison.

For this data we see a close match between the correlation function based on the geometric and
nominal cell positions. In spite of the fact that the distributions of cells within a crypt differ from the distal
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Fig. 5. Estimated correlation function between DNA adduct levels in crypt cells within proximal and distal regions as
functions of nominal and geometric cell positions, along with 90% posterior bounds.

colon to the proximal colon, a negative correlation was still observed at all depths within the crypts for
corn-oil-fed rats. Thus, we conclude that the estimated negative correlation was not an artifact associated
with use of the nominal scale.

3.6 Possible alternative models and sensitivity analyses

As shown above, for the data the correlation functions in the nominal and geometric cell position
scales are virtually identical. As shown in Section 3.2, the two correlation functions can in principle
be quite different. Indeed, in our own data, had the cell positions been distinctly non-uniform, a similar
phenomenon would have occurred.

In Figure 6 we plot the correlation functions for the nominal and geometric scale for rats fed a diet
rich in fish oil. We also replaced the measured geometric cell positions by cell positions generated by
two different Beta distributions: Beta(0.1, 1.9) and Beta(1.9, 0.1). In both cases, there are fairly large
differences with the nominal/geometric correlation functions: in the former case the positive correlation
disappears, while in the latter case, the near-zero correlation midway up the crypt becomes noticeably
positive.

Thus theoretically, and now empirically, we have demonstrated that it is possible for the nominal and
geometric scales to lead to visually different correlation functions.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Wehave discussed a biologically-motivated hierarchical mixed-effects model. The hierarchy involves
animals, colonic crypts within animals, and cells within colonic crypts. A biologically meaningful
covariate is geometric cell position, measured within crypts and taking on values in the unit interval.
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Fig. 6. Estimated correlation function between DNA adduct levels in crypt cells within proximal and distal regions as
functions of nominal (solid), geometric (dotted), assuming that geometric cell positions follow a Beta(0.1, 1.9) (small
dashed) and assuming that geometric cell positions follow a Beta(1.9, 0.1) (long dashed).

There were two major issues involved in this paper, and two conclusions made:

1. Structure, by which we mean the distribution of the cells. Our contribution to this issue is to model
the geometric cell positions as the order statistics from Beta distributions. We found that there was
structure in the distal colon cells, in that they were more concentrated at the bottom of the crypts.
Weshowed that the results of the analyses were essentially the same whether the Beta distributions
had common parameters or not.

2. Coordinated response, by which we mean a non-standard correlation of DNA damage between two
regions of the colon as a function of geometric cell position. In our experiment, geometric cell
position was available only for a small number of crypts. In our Bayesian framework, we generated
the ‘missing’ cell positions simultaneously and directly from the Beta distribution, rather than the
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more direct but less efficient one-cell-at-a-time strategy. This approach can be used more generally
for the study of other cell position-based effects in colon carcinogensis in the presence of structure,
as well as in other settings with this type of missing data. As part of the analysis, we showed, both
theoretically and in our example, that it was at least possible for an analysis using nominal instead
of geometric cell position to arrive at misleading conclusions. However, in the actual data, either
means of measuring cell position led to similar results. Specifically, a negative relationship was
observed between the DNA damage processes in the distal and proximal colon at all depths within
the crypt for rats fed corn oil diets, while a positive relationship was observed near the base of the
crypts for fish oil-fed rats. This may indicate that the diets, in determining the lumenal environment
of the colon, affect the activation and delivery of the carcinogen to the colon cells. It appears the corn
oil-rich diet may lead to a more localized application of the carcinogen, which could in principle
intensify its effects. Further studies are needed to verify these hypotheses.
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APPENDIX A

Further details on metropolis–hastings algorithms

Since the complete conditionals cannot be found in closed form, Metropolis-Hastings steps are used
to sample from the distribution of the geometric cell position hyperparameters in Sections 2 and 3 as well
as the missing geometric cell positions themselves in Section 3. Some details of these steps are given
here, first for sampling the geometric cell position hyperparameters, then for the missing geometric cell
positions.

The candidate(a, b) at each iteration of the Gibbs sampler is obtained by sampling from independent
Gamma{α(a), γ (a)} and Gamma{α(b), γ (b)} distributions, withα(a) = a2/σ 2

ab andγ (a) = a/σ 2
ab. The

parameters are chosen such that the mean of their distribution is the(a, b) from the previous iteration
and the variance isσ 2

ab. The varianceσ 2
ab is chosen so that the probability of accepting a new candidate

value is neither too small, nor too large. A candidate value that is too small results in many repeats in the
posterior distribution, and one that is too large results in small moves that might fail to quickly explore
the parameter space (Tanner, 1996).

The acceptance probability for the candidate values,θnew = (ad,new, bd,new) is

α(θnew, θold) = min

{
1,

g(θnew)q(θnew, θold)

g(θold)q(θold, θnew)

}
(A.1)

whereg(a, b) = aαa−1bαb−1 exp(−γaa + γbb){β(a, b)}−N
∏

i jrcdl

(Xi jrcdl )
a−1(1 − Xi jrcdl )

b−1,

with N = ∑
i jrcd

ni jrcd andq(θ1, θ2) the probability of moving fromθ1 to θ2. The functionq is the
product of two densities, namely the density of a Gamma{α(a1), γ (a1)} evaluated ata2 and the density of
aGamma{α(b1), γ (b1)} evaluated atb2.

Using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, the candidate vector of geometric cell positions for each
missing distal cryptcd of rat r from time group j , fed a diet supplemented with corn oil is obtained by
taking the order statistics of a random sample of sizen2 jrcd from a beta(ad, bd) distribution. Candidate
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values for proximal crypts are found in an equivalent manner. The acceptance probability for the candidate
vector is

α(Xold, Xnew) = min{1, gX(Xnew)/gX(Xold)}, (A.2)

wheregX(X) = exp[−(2 ∗ σ 2
εd

)−1 ∑
l {Yjrcdl − Z(X)β jrcd }2].

APPENDIX B

Complete conditional distributions for Bayesian analysis

The Bayesian methodology in Section 3 requires the calculation of the complete conditionals for all
fixed and covariance parameters in the model, which can be done by standard calculations involving
Gaussian and Wishart conjugate priors in the setting of the multivariate normal. Here we briefly present
those complete conditionals.

With three rats per treatment group, the complete conditional of the vector of coefficients at the time
level (β ′

j,p, β
′
j,d)′ is multivariate normal with covariance	∗

R = (3	−1
R + τ−1)−1 and mean vector

	∗
R{	−1

R (β ′
j ·,p, β

′
j ·,d)′ + τ−1(µ′

p, µ
′
d)′}, whereβ j ·,d = ∑3

r =1 β jr ,d, assuming the Gaussian prior for
(β ′

j,p, β
′
j,d)′ with mean(µp, µd) and covariance matrixτ . 	R is the rat-level covariance matrix, as defined

in Section 3.3.
Assume both the distal and proximal crypt level parameter vectors are of lengthp and recall that

Cjr ,p andCjr ,d denote respectively the numbers of proximal and distal crypts for ratr , in time group
j , fed a corn-oil-supplemented diet. Also letβ jr ·,p = ∑

cp
β jrc p,p and 	C = diag(	C,p, 	C,d), a

2p × 2p block diagonal matrix with	C,p and 	C,d defined in Section 3.3. The coefficients at the
rat level, (β ′

jr ,p, β
′
jr ,d)′ also have a multivariate normal complete conditional, with covariance	∗

C =
[{diag(Cjr ,p, Cjr ,d) ⊗ I p}	−1

C + 	−1
R ]−1 and mean vector	∗

C{	−1
C (β ′

jr ·,p, β
′
jr ·,d)′ + 	−1

R (β ′
j,p, β

′
j,d)′},

whereI p is the p × p diagonal matrix and⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
The coefficients at the crypt level in the proximal regionβ jrc p,p have a multivariate normal

complete conditional with covariance	∗
E = {(∑l X′

jrc pl ,pX jrc pl ,p)/σ
2
ε,p + 	−1

C )−1 and mean vector

	∗
E{σ−2

ε,p(
∑

l X′
jrc pl ,pYjrc pl ,p) + 	−1

C (β jr ,p)}, with 	C defined as above andσ 2
ε,p defined in Section 3.3.

Distal conditionals at the crypt level are defined similarly.
For σ 2

ε,p, assuming an Inverse Gamma prior with parametersαε,p and γε,p, the complete condi-

tional distribution is Inverse Gamma with parametersαε,p + Np/2 and {γ −1
ε,p + ∑

jrc pl (Yjrc pl ,p −
X jrc pl ,pβ jrc p,p)

2/2}−1, assumingNp is the total number of proximal observations used in the analysis.
The distal results follow similarly.

The complete conditionals for the covariance matrix at the rat level	R and the covariance matrices
from the proximal and distal crypt levels	C,p and	C,d, respectively, are all Inverse Wisharts, whose
density is given in Muirhead (1982, page 97), assuming their priors are all Inverse Wisharts with
parameters(αR, �R), (αC,p, �C,p), and(αC,d, �C,d), respectively.

For 	R, a 2p x 2p matrix, the complete conditional is Inverse Wishart of dimension 2p with
parametersα∗

R and�∗
R, denoted Wi−1

2p (α∗
R, �∗

R), with α∗
R = αR + R + 2p − 1, whereR=total number

of rats in analysis, and�∗
R = {�R + ∑

jr (β jr − β j )
′(β jr − β j )}−1, defining β jr = (β ′

jr ,p, β
′
jr ,d)′

andβ j = (β ′
j,p, β

′
j,d)′. For 	C,p, a p x p matrix, the complete conditional is Wi−1

p (α∗
C,p, �

∗
C,p), with

α∗
C,p = αC,p + ∑

jr C jr ,p + p − 1 and�∗
C,p = {�C,p + ∑

jrc p
(β jrc p,p − β jr ,p)

′(β jrc p,p − β jr ,p)}−1,
with the distal defined similarly.
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